This presentation provides an overview of Gen‐Z architecture and its application in multiple
use cases.
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Despite numerous advances in data storage and computation, data access
complexity continues to grow:
• Exponential data growth is overwhelming traditional solution architectures—
cannot afford to provision and power the infrastructure, cannot afford to process
all of the data to make real‐time decisions, cannot, cannot, cannot
• Exponential increase in cyber threats combined with automation requires new
levels of knowledge and understanding to prevent catastrophic events, identity
and trust loss, extortion, etc.
• Techniques required to scale data access reaching the laws of physics, e.g., higher
signal rates required to increase bandwidth limit the number of memory
components per channel, necessitating more channels and / or memory tiers. In
turn, necessitating more high‐speed storage and storage tiers, and in turn,
necessitating more physical infrastructure, more power, more cooling, and ever
more hardware and software complexity.
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Every technology reaches a tipping point where years of functional extensions
overwhelm the underlying architecture and create significant barriers to continued
application and innovation. When this tipping point is reached, the industry hits the
“reset button” and develops new architectures and associated technologies to
remove barriers, isolate complexity, and simplify component interactions. Gen‐Z is
a new data access architecture and technology developed by a growing consortium
of companies who believe memory‐semantic data access is critical to addressing
growing data access complexity and accelerating innovation.
Gen‐Z returns all data access back to its original tenets, i.e., memory‐semantic read
and write operations. As a result, Gen‐Z can delivers 100s of GB/s of bandwidth per
component, eliminate complexity to reduce latency to any data at any scale, reduce
power consumption, and much more.
Gen‐Z supports existing high‐volume applications and workloads and enables new
level of performance, resiliency, scalability, etc. In doing so, Gen‐Z enables new
advanced workloads and technologies, For example,
• The ability to bring in‐memory applications to the masses by supporting any
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•
•

scale of memory and storage capacity (much more than supported by
alternatives)
The ability to share data at any scale
The ability to eliminate legacy “cruft” and technologies to reduce latency, reduce
data movement, increase power efficiency, increase application performance,
etc.

Gen‐Z supports a number of hardware‐enforced, software‐defined access control
mechanisms to prevent erroneous and malicious component access. Gen‐Z also
supports strong packet authentication for control plane and optionally, data plane
communications. Gen‐Z’s isolation and security was built into the architecture day
one, i.e., it is completely integrated instead of “bolted on” after the fact. Integrated
isolation and security enables solutions to dial in the protection they desire without
compromising on interoperability or creating undue complexity.
Gen‐Z supports the PCIe physical layer and a modified version of the 802.3 electrical
layer. PCIe physical layer support enables Gen‐Z solutions to be highly‐leveraged
from PCIe solutions, thus smoothing the transition to Gen‐Z and broadening the
application of the PCIe physical layer. The 802.3 electrical layer modifications are
centered on scalability and power management, from low‐loss, short‐distance
applications to highly‐aggressive power saving techniques (e.g., burst mode data
transfers, simplified management to reduce silicon complexity and power
consumption, etc.).
Though initial adoption will focus on the data center, Gen‐Z was designed from the
start to support smart phone applications, co‐packaged memory, tablets, laptops,
desktops, workstations, etc.
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Gen‐Z breaks the processor‐memory memory interlock. Gen‐Z uses a split‐controller
model. In a split‐controller model, the memory controller continues to perform nearly
everything it does today. Where it differs is that the media‐specific logic is off‐loaded to a
media controller.
The media controller is responsible for:
• Processors and memory can be independently developed and shipped without having to
wait for “big bang” industry events. This alone will enable rapid innovation and increase
business and solution agility (critical in today’s industry)
• Memory media abstraction enabling Gen‐Z to support any media type or mix of media
types. This enables a solution to support volatile and / or non‐volatile media, to support
different generations of the same media type, to support different capacities and
capabilities based on media type, etc. Abstraction also eliminates the need for tight
timing budgets, significantly simplifying solution design and execution.
• Media‐specific logic, e.g., DRAM media devices require Activate, row / column selection,
and Precharge to function correctly.
• Executes request packets and returns response packets. For example, it translates a
Read request packet into a media‐specific read operation.
Media controller can provide numerous value‐add services, e.g.,
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• Resiliency—data integrity, media device and row sparing, demand and patrol scrubbing,
etc.
• Data‐centric accelerator logic, e.g., an embedded SoC capable of performing various
types of data analysis can be integrated into a media controller in as little as 12K gates.
• Support transparent caching to reduce latency and improve performance
• Support for logical rows to increase parallelism and bandwidth, enable media‐specific
optimizations to be performed (e.g., re‐arranging operations to optimize for performance,
power, etc.).
• Re‐arrange media access logic to optimize performance—bandwidth and latency
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Gen‐Z enables all component types to directly communicate with one another. This
provides numerous benefits:
• A universal protocol eliminates the need for intermediate interconnects, protocol
translation, multi‐protocol software management, etc. This simplifies communication,
and in turn, improves interoperability (fewer disparate technologies to stitch together
and validate).
• Democratizes communication by enabling any component to communicate with any
other component at any scale and any topology
• One protocol instead of two or three reduces hardware design complexity,
development, and support costs.
• One protocol eliminates software stack overheads, e.g., large data movement can be
reduced to a single ISA‐initiated operation.
Gen‐Z’s universal protocol supports multiple uses cases across multiple market segments.
This increases component flexibility, innovation, and solution agility.
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Gen‐Z can be transparently deployed in memory solutions. For example, Gen‐Z memory is
mapped into a processor’s address space by system firmware. Once mapped, applications
transparently access Gen‐Z memory components like any other memory interconnect.
Gen‐Z logic translates load and store requests into Gen‐Z read and write requests. These
requests are transmitted across a Gen‐Z link where a media controller translates these into
media‐specific operations. In the example of the left, the memory controller contains two
address maps—one to conventional DDR memory and one to Gen‐Z memory. The Gen‐Z
memory component contains a media controller that is able to translate Gen‐Z requests
into DDR media device‐specific requests (this enables Gen‐Z memory components to
support the same memory media as used by DDR). The differences here are several fold:
• Gen‐Z supports higher signaling rates enabling up to 400+ GB/s of memory bandwidth
per memory module.
• Gen‐Z memory components require significantly fewer pins and smaller packages to
deliver the equivalent bandwidth as alternative technologies.
• Gen‐Z memory can be placed within an enclosure to optimize power and thermal
provisioning and management (Gen‐Z does not require tight cycle‐based timing to
ensure optimal performance).
• Gen‐Z memory components can support multiple links. Memory components can be
directly accessed by multiple processors eliminating stranded memory scenarios (critical
when using high‐capacity memory DRAM or NVM media) or the need to cross a
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coherency interconnect in multi‐socket solutions. Further, multiple links increase
parallelism, increase aggregate bandwidth, and enable natural resiliency.
• Gen‐Z memory can be explicitly or transparently interleaved to increase aggregate
bandwidth, enable transparent resiliency, etc. Interleaving can be performed by a TR
(transparent router), integrated with Gen‐Z switch logic, or performed by a memory
controller.
Gen‐Z supports multiple memory solutions at any scale—co‐packaged, point‐to‐point, daisy‐
chain, or switch‐based topologies.
Gen‐Z is memory media agnostic and can support any mix of memory media types without
requiring the processor to support media‐specific operations.
Gen‐Z can support memory interleave solutions. Up to 64 memory components can be
interleaved together. Memory interleave can be performed within a processor memory
controller or can be transparently performed using a TR (transparent router) with an
integrated / discrete switch to provide fan‐out connectivity. Memory interleave enables
solutions to overcome the bandwidth limitations of SCM or to provide DRAM bandwidth
capable of feeding co‐packaged HBM memory (TB/s bandwidth). Memory interleave
solutions can also support resiliency capabilities such as RAID or more robust data integrity
across very large memory ranges.
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Gen‐Z supports multiple signaling rates that when combined with a variable number of
transmit and receive lanes, can scale to meet demanding application needs. The
bandwidths shown can be achieved using electrical or optical physical layers. Long‐term, as
silicon photonics evolve and start to displace electrical, Gen‐Z’s architecture will enable
solutions to scale bandwidth to multi‐Terabyte/s ranges.
Gen‐Z supports symmetric and asymmetric links. A symmetric link contains the same
number of transmit and receive lanes. An asymmetric link contains a different number of
transmit and receive lanes. For example, many workloads are read‐dominant, and often
have a 3:1 or higher read‐write ratio. An implementation that uses asymmetric links can
deliver 50% more read bandwidth than a symmetric link using the same total number of
lanes (i.e., no mechanical or physical changes required). As a result, asymmetric links are
more flexible, more cost‐effective, and more power efficient than symmetric links that
require additional lanes to deliver equivalent bandwidth.
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Since Gen‐Z uses a packet protocol, it naturally supports messaging between multiple
component types and multiple communication stacks. Starting with the upper left and
going counter clockwise:
• Gen‐Z supports messaging between processors and I/O / accelerator components. The
messaging can be implemented using read‐write operations, or implementations can
take advantage of Gen‐Z’s large read and buffer put / get operations to move larger
quantities of data.
• Gen‐Z supports traditional network stacks. An eNIC is used in place of a traditional
Ethernet driver and NIC to exchange data between components. An eNIC can be
implemented as a variation of today’s vNIC (virtual NIC), except that an eNIC can move
messages between local and remote memory without requiring a separate hardware
NIC device.
• By using memory‐semantic communications, Gen‐Z can support ultra‐low‐latency
messaging and deliver communication bandwidth at memory speeds. In a single switch
topology, it should be possible to deliver 100‐200 ns one‐way application‐to‐application
latency (this assumes a solid switch implementation that incurs ~30‐50 ns latency).
• Since Ethernet dominates the data center, it is critical that Gen‐Z be seamlessly
integrated into the Ethernet infrastructure.
• One alternative is to share an Ethernet NIC using Gen‐Z LPD (Logical PCI Device)
technology. Gen‐Z LPDs are not constrained by the PCIe architecture. The Gen‐
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Z topology is abstracted such that each a host thinks it is point‐to‐point attached
to the LPD. This abstraction enables the NIC to be simultaneously shared by
multiple hosts without the hosts being aware of one another.
• Another alternative is to provision an eNIC in each host and one or more shared
gateways. The eNIC communicates to the Ethernet gateway using traditional
networking, i.e., just as if it were talking eNIC‐to‐eNIC. Since this is a stateless
solution, the eNIC can transparently communicate with multiple gateways to
obtain aggregate performance, natural resiliency, etc. This alternative provides
several benefits over the shared NIC including local‐only host interaction, greater
scalability (scale‐up and scale‐out), natural resiliency, etc.
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The same physical layers and signaling rates are equally applicable to messaging. Though
links can support both symmetric and asymmetric configurations to adapt to workload
needs, most networks use symmetric links. This could change in the future.
Traditional NICs typically support a single PCIe link to attach to a host and emit 1‐2 Ethernet
links to attach to the network fabric. A host that integrates Gen‐Z or coherently‐attaches a
discrete Gen‐Z bridge can support significantly more links, e.g., 8 or 12. Further, since Gen‐
Z enables light‐weight switching designs, a switch can be integrated into the host / bridge.
This provides multiple benefits:
• Simple, efficient peer‐to‐peer communication between links without requiring host
involvement or consuming coherency fabric resources.
• Flattens switch topologies—hosts can be meshed together without requiring discrete
switches
• Enables support of advanced routing topologies, e.g., hyper‐x, that reduces the number
of switch hops between components, thus enabling greater scale with fewer switches
and lower latency
• Enables transparent workload segregation and load‐balancing to improve QoS and
reduce the probability of congestion events
• And more.
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Gen‐Z can support a variety of storage solutions, from traditional HBA‐based using Gen‐Z
LPD technology, to queue‐based (e.g., NVMe), to solutions that take advantage of Gen‐Z’s
advanced capabilities.
• A processor can use byte‐addressable operations to directly access storage and data
mover logic to execute large read operations to pull larger quantities of data without
being constrained to block semantics.
• A solution can use Gen‐Z’s buffer operations to put or get data between storage
components or between hosts and storage components. There are also dynamic put
and get operations that enable buffers to be dynamically allocated to receive the data
(this enables storage to optimize allocation), and signaling operations to atomically
update signal locations enabling multiple applications to be informed when data
movement is completed without requiring additional software coordination logic.
• With the advent of SCM (storage class media) or using a hybrid SCM + NVM, solutions
can use a combination of read‐write operations and buffer operations to reduce data
movement (often, only a small fraction of a block is actually used).
• Gen‐Z enables rich data services by enabling accelerator technology to be integrated
into any solution. Rich data services include: deduplication, compression /
decompression, RAID or equivalent, back‐up, etc.
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This drawing depicts an example Gen‐Z system that contains both Gen‐Z and PCIe® I/O
components. Such I/O components might include HDDs, SSDs, HBAs, NICs, cluster
interconnects, GPUs, computational accelerators, etc.
Note that Gen‐Z supports advanced fabric topologies beyond simple tree‐based ones,
providing increased bandwidth, scalability, and availability. Bandwidth increases can come
via higher link speeds, multiple aggregated links, or both. Scalability increases can come
from larger fabrics with advanced topologies and congestion management. Availability
increases can come from multipath link failover, end‐to‐end retry, and more precise error
containment.
Many years ago, the transition from PCI to PCIe was eased and accelerated dramatically by
PCIe devices and switches presenting themselves to software as conventional PCI devices
and bridges, allowing the new PCIe ecosystem to be supported by unmodified OSs. Over
time, OSs added support for advanced PCIe features.
Gen‐Z is using a similar strategy with LPDs. LPDs enable immediate support of Gen‐Z I/O
components by unmodified OSs. Over time, OSs can add support for advanced Gen‐Z
features, though LPDs can immediately take advantage of many advanced Gen‐Z features
without waiting for OS support.
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Key values provided by LPDs:
• Gen‐Z systems may contain a mix of Gen‐Z I/O components and PCIe I/O devices
=> Enables a graceful transition period, with timing driven by industry needs
• LPDs enable Gen‐Z I/O components to work immediately with unmodified OSs
=> Avoids waiting months or years for OS I/O infrastructure to comprehend Gen‐Z
• LPDs are native Gen‐Z components that deliver key Gen‐Z benefits
=> Provides immediate boosts in bandwidth, scalability, and availability
• LPDs may optionally support PCIe‐Compatible Ordering (PCO)
=> Avoids needing to modify ported PCIe software to accommodate Gen‐Z’s ordering
model
• Virtual mappings for LPDs are highly efficient, enabling massive scaling
=> Avoids the number of I/O components on a single system being limited by the I/O fabric
• Gen‐Z can support I/O component sharing with less cost & complexity
=> Makes sharing a single I/O component between multiple hosts more viable
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To optimize power efficiency and performance, data movement needs to be minimized.
Gen‐Z enables components to directly communicate with one another and memory
without requiring all data to be moved through a processor. This can significantly reduce
the amount of data moved, reduces / optimizes processor resources to maximize
application performance, reduces data access latency, etc.
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Every Gen‐Z component is required to support read and write operations. This establishes
a functional interoperability baseline. Anything more is optional and based on component
and solution needs.
Gen‐Z architecture specifies a well‐defined mechanism to communicate what operations
are supported and enabled.
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This slide illustrates the diverse and robust set of operations defined by the Gen‐Z
architecture. Multiple operations are focused on accelerating application performance,
e.g.,:
• Read Offset and Write Offset are used in conjunction with logical banks to improve
protocol efficiency in point‐to‐point optimized topologies
• Multi‐Op operations such as Signaled Writes have been shown to improve PGAS
application performance by up to 5x
• Buffer operations enable up to 4 GiB of data to be moved without involving the
application beyond launching the request or requiring data to be moved through the
processor (third‐party data movement).
• Collective operations enable solutions to incorporate collective accelerators within a
switch topology to improve application performance
• Coherency operations can be intermixed with non‐coherency operations to optimize
application interaction with hardware without requiring all data movement to be
coherent (in many workloads, 90+% of the data can be moved using non‐coherent
operations which should improve application performance).
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One of Gen‐Z’s architectural tenets is to keep hardware as lean as possible, hence,
wherever possible, complexity is shifted to software. The result is a simpler, more flexible
management infrastructure that lends itself to automation at any scale. Further, because
Gen‐Z supports integrated isolation and security services, solutions can build in trust to
prevent erroneous and malicious threats.
Because of this intense focus on software defined, over half of the Gen‐Z Core specification
is focused on software configuration and management. So though the specification
appears large, much of it is just tables specifying control structures used to configure and
manage the hardware.
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At a high‐level, Gen‐Z provides multiple mechanisms to isolate access, to filter packets, and
to authenticate packets. Components can support any or all of these techniques.
For detailed descriptions of all of the hardware‐enforced isolation and security capabilities,
see the Security presentation.
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Gen‐Z can be supported on nearly any mechanical form factor. The Gen‐Z Consortium has
created a series of mechanical specifications to accelerate solution TTM.
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Gen‐Z Mechanical workgroup is developing a new modular form factor that takes
advantage of all of the advancements in mechanical and platform design. This form factor
is protocol agnostic, so it can be used by multiple technologies, i.e., any slot, any module,
at any time, using any technology. Our goal is to accelerate innovation, to simplify power
and thermal management, to maximize interoperability and solution flexibility and agility,
and enable new solution architectures that can disrupt the industry and create new
opportunities for all that participate in this open ecosystem.
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Gen‐Z Mechanical workgroup created a new universal scalable connector that can be used
by multiple technologies (i.e., protocol agnostic). This scalable connector can be used with
existing / legacy form factors or with the new Gen‐Z modular form factor. Our focus on
maximum interoperability enables any connector (1C, 2C, or 4C) to support any card or
module regardless of the connector’s size. Its small pitch enables this connector to be
used in nearly any solution. Further, form factors that require more bandwidth or power
than what can be delivered by a single connector, can support multiple connectors.
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In summary, Gen‐Z was created to simplify computer and data access architectures by
applying memory‐semantic communications to everything. Though Gen‐Z provides full OS
and application software as well as mechanical compatibility, customers agree and
welcome Gen‐Z’s ability to disrupt the status quo and unlock / accelerate innovation within
the industry.
The Gen‐Z Consortium is committed to creating an open ecosystem where all are
welcomed to contribute and benefit from the technologies it develops. Numerous
materials, specifications, etc. are publicly available on the consortium’s website
(http://genzconsortium.org/).
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This concludes this presentation. Thank you.
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